“People need to see this.”
-Executive Director, Diana Butts

MY SKY IS FALLING
“What this project has is so rare - an emotional core.”

“A complex story told
powerfully, yet simply
produced the desired effect in
participants – increased
awareness of the many
hardships a child faces in foster
care.”

– Bryan Clark, CEO and Partner GMDstudios

“Words
cannot
express how
deeply this
affected me.
The clarity,
truth, and
expression
from Lydia’s
story hit me
straight
through the
heart. I’ll
never forget
it.”

“Devoted to exploring new
models of producing independent
trans-media storytelling
projects with a strong focus on
leveraging the platforms for
social good”

-

– Matt Handal

“This experience filled
me with anxiety,
confusion, frustration,
fear, anger, and a myriad
of other emotions – All
the feelings that a young
person in foster care
goes through.”

Author & Child Advocate

- Echo Garret, Journalist & CEO of The
Orange Duffel Bag Foundation

MAGAZINE

“Her honesty and character in the face of such a
brutal, and at times unfair, situation was truly
inspiring.”- Lance Weiler
Writer / Director / Experience Designer

“When I look back on the
experience now, I know
that what I was feeling
then was pure empathy.”

R E B O O T S T OR I E S

I wish every foster kid
got a chance to show
the world what it is
like to be in foster
care. To experience
this opportunity was
everything!
– Maxamillion Bryce Hamilton
a former foster youth

– Magalis Martinez

The Color of Words, LLC

Disturbing
In the most effective way
- Bryan Busch, Experience Designer

“It was so intense I had to leave. I thought it
was real and it shook me to the core. Once I
came back I could never look back on our
foster youth.”
- Anonymous Participant

MY SKY IS FALLING
An immersive story world that aims to raise awareness about the challenges American
foster children face before they age out of the foster care system – Designed and
created through Lydia Joyner’s experiences as a child in foster care.
Lydia Joyner along with Lance Weiler, Atley Loughridge, and many talented artists
created a sci-fi world to create an environment to put participants from The United
Nations to streetwalkers through and unforgettable experience to create empathy and
compassion for our homeless teens and foster care youth.
Performed at IFP / Envision Event and DIY Days, My Sky is Falling has been invited to Congress

Lydia brought her foster care files and spoke through them allowing the participants to feel the weight of
what became her life book instead of a baby book.

